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Case Study– With over 4,500 colleges and uni-

Methods– I analyzed over 40 different articles, papers and books written by a variety of scholarly
Abstract- Lawns were introduced into American culture
when the non- native grass species were brought over from
Europe. Eventually, Americans began to believe that a home
or institution without a lawn or lawns were lacking. Lawns
have many beneficial elements such as creating a community
space and encouraging people to get outdoors and participate in physical activity. However, many institutions like The
College of Saint Benedict have many acres of lawn that are
not used. At Saint Ben’s 35 acres of lawn are maintained, but
only 12 of those acres are used for community events and
athletics. Saint Ben’s has also committed to a sustainable
landscape plan in 2013 promising to reduce 60% of turf lawn
on campus. Maintaining lawns requires thousands of gallons
of water, hundreds of pounds of fertilizers and pesticides and
hundreds of gallons of gasoline. Also, Americans spend billions of dollars on lawn maintenance per year. The College of
Saint Benedict falls victim to this dilemma, spending over
$100,000 on lawn care per year. How much money and resources could Saint Ben’s save by reducing lawn cover and
would students support this change? Saint Ben’s and other
campuses could save money, improve sustainability on campus and create educational opportunities by decreasing lawn
space and replacing it with native prairie grasses as a lawn alternative.

authors. I compiled the information into an examination of the positive and negative aspects of
lawns. I also performed my own research at The College of Saint Benedict. I interviewed Chris
Brake, the grounds crew manager, to discuss in detail the lawn care at Saint Ben’s. I also conducted
my own survey aimed at the students of Saint Ben’s. The questions and results are shown in Figures
2– 6 below.
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Would you prefer to go to a school that values
sustainability?

no

Would having fewer lawns on campus subract from the
aesthetics of campus?
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Would you be unhappy if Saint Ben's decided to
reduce the amount of lawn on campus?

Percentage of lawn maintenance cost before lawn removal

yes

no

If reducing lawns on campus meant saving the school
money and possibly use the money to benefit students,
would you want to reduce lawns on campus?

180,000

Figures 2-6. These show the questions
and the results from the survey I completed of 25 Saint Ben’s and Saint
John’s students. The survey was posted
on the schools social media pages and
students who chose to complete it did
so anonymously. 95% of the students
want to attend a sustainable school.
82% of the students were content with
eliminating lawn especially when reducing lawn would benefit students.
About 35% of the students thought
that removing lawn would negatively
impact the aesthetics on campus.
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Fig 8. Represents the breakdown of cost that each
element of lawn maintenance is.
Fig 7. Represents the cost of the Saint Ben’s lawn today, the potential cost of
the prairie restoration project for 23 acres of lawn, and the cost of maintaining
the 23 acres of lawn once the prairie project is completed.
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versities in the United States alone, ranging from 5
to 27,000 acres, they contribute to much of the
grass cover in the United States. Many colleges
and universities such as, The University of Kansas,
Scripps College, and Tuffs College, have already
finished successful grass removal projects At the
College of Saint Benedict, each year the ground
maintenance crew maintains about 35 acres of
lawn. Maintenance of these lawns include mowing, irrigating, broad leaf weed control, and fertilization. The labor of maintaining the lawns is modestly, $80,000 per year. Irrigation is almost free
because Saint Ben’s has their own water source.
Pesticides and fertilizers are applied twice per
year, once in the spring and once in the fall costing
about $8,400. Around 6,370 pounds of fertilizers
is applied per year. Overall, the cost to maintain
all this lawn is approximately $100,000. Saint
Ben’s has made it a goal to remove 60% (about 23
acres) of their lawn and replace it with an alternative. They have attempted planting native grasses
which has worked nicely thus far. However, some
barriers such as lack of funds, and community
support are slowing the progress of this project.

Conclusion– Lawns have many benefits that
impact communities and individuals. Some lawn
space is needed for communities to function the
way they do today. However, the lawn obsession
has grown our of hand. It consumes billions of
American dollars and millions of hours of labor.
Today’s standards of maintaining lawns is negatively impacting the environment . Reducing lawn
space or planting native prairie grasses at Saint
Ben’s would improve local ecosystems, save money, save valuable resources and create a new outdoor educational classroom for students.

